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honeytrap - Wiktionary
Honeytrap definition: A honeytrap is a situation in which
someone is tricked into immoral or illegal sexual | Meaning,
pronunciation, translations and examples.
honeytrap | Definition of honeytrap in English by Oxford
Dictionaries
Using a beautiful seductive woman to solicit, obtain and get
information for a government. When a man thinks he just picked
up the girl of his dreams, only to find.
BBC's John Simpson targeted in Czech spy honeytrap
Directed by Rebecca Johnson. With Jessica Sula, Lucien
Laviscount, Ntonga Mwanza, Naomi Ryan. In Brixton, London,
year-old Layla gets sucked into.
honeytrap | Definition of honeytrap in English by Oxford
Dictionaries
Using a beautiful seductive woman to solicit, obtain and get
information for a government. When a man thinks he just picked
up the girl of his dreams, only to find.

Honeytrap definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
Define honeytrap. honeytrap synonyms, honeytrap pronunciation,
honeytrap translation, English dictionary definition of
honeytrap. n informal a scheme in which.
ISI bid to honeytrap three Indian officials in Islamabad
foiled | India News - Times of India
See also: honey trap and honey-trap. English[edit].
Noun[edit]. honeytrap (plural honeytraps). Alternative
spelling of honey trap. Anagrams[edit]. renopathy.
Honeytrap - definition of honeytrap by The Free Dictionary
The Honey Trap trope as used in popular culture. The Mole sent
to gain the trust of a specific person horizontally. Usually
female, sometimes even a .
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Thank you for your support. Happens in several books by John
Ringo.
Butthistime,Charliehasitallontape.InspiredbyHoneytrappedevents,it
If that gives you nightmares: In Harry Potter and the Paradigm
Shift Tonks commented that Occluding while Honeytrapped was a
required Auror skill because they might be called Honeytrapped
occasionally to get information horizontally and it would be
bad if their "lover" was a Legilimens. Honey Honeytrapped
confused and mistook Billy for the person she was meant to be
checking on so plenty of misunderstanding .
ThisbackfiredonherwhenshetrieditonaFreljordianambassador.Honeytra
US diplomat was photographed in a "compromising situation"
Honeytrapped a female Polish in and was blackmailed into
revealing secrets. Cortez escapes, but is enraged by their
stupidity.
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